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Abstract
Objectives: The present study aimed to characterize changes in verbal fluency performance across the lifespan using data 
from the Canadian Longitudinal Study on Aging (CLSA).
Methods: We examined verbal fluency performance in a large sample of adults aged 45–85 (n = 12,686). Data are from 
the Tracking cohort of the CLSA. Participants completed a computer-assisted telephone interview that included an animal 
fluency task, in which they were asked to name as many animals as they could in 1 min. We employed a computational 
modeling approach to examine the factors driving performance on this task.
Results: We found that the sequence of items produced was best predicted by their semantic neighborhood, and that 
pairwise similarity accounted for most of the variance in participant analyses. Moreover, the total number of items produced 
declined slightly with age, and older participants produced items of higher frequency and denser semantic neighborhood 
than younger adults.
Discussion: These findings indicate subtle changes in the way people perform this task as they age. The use of computational 
models allowed for a large increase in the amount of variance accounted for in this data set over standard assessment types, 
providing important theoretical insights into the aging process.
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Verbal fluency is one of the tasks most commonly used 
in clinical practice to assess semantic and executive func-
tion. It has recently attracted theoretical interest as a cen-
tral task to explore the mechanisms of memory search 
(e.g., Abbot, Austerweil, & Griffths, 2015; Hills, Jones, 
& Todd, 2012). In this task, the participant is asked to 
name as many items meeting a given criterion as they 
can in 1 min. Typically the criterion will be orthographic 
(words starting with a given letter, e.g., F) or semantic 

(words falling into a given semantic category, e.g., ani-
mals or vegetables).

Traditionally, fluency performance is assessed simply 
in terms of total number of items produced. However, a 
more sophisticated approach was proposed by Troyer, 
Moscovitch, and Winocur (1997), who observed that flu-
ency output is often organized in terms of semantic catego-
ries, and that verbal fluency performance usually entails the 
production of clusters of semantically related items (e.g., 
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farm animals, pets; see the original article for a full list of 
items by category). Thus, in addition to the total items pro-
duced, verbal fluency performance can also be examined 
in terms of average cluster size and number of switches 
between clusters. Using this approach, Troyer, Moscovitch, 
Winocur, Leach, and Freedman (1998) were able to identify 
qualitative alterations in fluency output in different popula-
tions (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease).

Although the clustering/switching approach repre-
sented a major step forward in our understanding of ver-
bal fluency performance, a number of drawbacks to this 
approach have been observed. Coding is time-consuming 
and reliability is an issue. Moreover, the scoring system 
is binary—items are scored as either belonging to a given 
cluster or not. Recently, a number of novel computational 
approaches have been developed to analyze and better 
understand semantic fluency output (e.g., Hills, Jones, & 
Todd, 2012). These approaches overcome some of the limi-
tations of the clustering/switching approach. The unique-
ness of these new computational approaches is that they 
are able to quantify the pathway that individuals take 
through memory. For example, these models have been 
used to analyze differences in fluency strategy between dif-
ferent populations, such as monolinguals versus bilinguals 
(Taler, Johns, Young, Sheppard, & Jones, 2013) and cog-
nitively healthy older adults versus people who went on 
to develop mild cognitive impairment (Johns et al., 2018).

The novelty of the approaches used by Hills and col-
leagues (2012), and subsequently by Taler and colleagues 
(2013) and Johns and colleagues (2018), is that the mod-
els utilize semantic representations of words learned from 
the natural language environment. This class of model is 
referred to as a distributional model of semantics (for a 
review, see Jones, Wilits, & Dennis, 2015). Distributional 
models were originally developed as theoretical tools, and 
were designed to better understand the mechanisms with 
which semantic representations were constructed from lex-
ical experience (e.g., Landauer & Dumais, 1997). However, 
they are increasingly being used to analyze various aspects 
of language and memory, such as episodic memory (Johns, 
Jones, & Mewhort, 2012, 2014; Mewhort, Shabahang, & 
Franklin, 2018), lexical organization (Hollis, 2017; Hsaoi 
& Nation, 2018; Johns et al., 2012; Johns, Dye, & Jones, 
2016; Johns, Sheppard, Jones & Taler, 2016; Jones, Johns, 
& Recchia, 2012), and individual differences in language 
usage (Johns & Jamieson, 2018), among many others. The 
effort to combine theories of knowledge representation 
with theories of cognitive and memory processing have 
begun to push the boundaries of psychological theory—
allowing researchers to match the behavior of models to 
people’s behavior in laboratory studies at both the item and 
participant level.

Although prior work has demonstrated the promise 
of distributional models in understanding verbal fluency 
performance, it remains unclear how strongly the natural 
language environment, as encoded in the representations 

of distributional models, accounts for fluency performance. 
A  recent large-scale study, the Canadian Longitudinal 
Study of Aging (CLSA; Raina et  al., 2009), has collected 
data on tens of thousands of participants, including a 
semantic (animal) fluency task (Tuokko, Griffith, Simard, 
& Taler, 2017). These data allow us to examine, at both 
the item and participant level, how variability in verbal flu-
ency production reflects the semantic associations learned 
by distributional models. In the present study, we examine 
verbal fluency performance at a large scale, and determine 
the most important information sources underlying the 
behavioral data. We do this through the lens of a distribu-
tional model of semantics.

Although there are currently a number of competing 
process models of fluency (e.g., Abbot et  al., 2015; Hills 
et al., 2012), in this study, we do not attempt to differen-
tiate between process mechanisms. Rather, the goal is to 
determine the degree to which verbal fluency performance 
is connected at the population level to objective corpus-
derived lexical variables (i.e., variables that are derived 
from the natural language environment). This knowledge 
will allow us to determine how much of the variance in 
this task can be explained by representation and how much 
must be accounted for by a prospective process model, a 
current goal within big data approaches to cognition (e.g., 
Johns, Mewhort, & Jones, 2017; Johns, Jones, & Mewhort, 
in press; Jones, Hill, & Todd, 2015; Jones, 2017).

In this study, the use of distributional modeling has 
both an applied and theoretical purpose. From an applied 
perspective, the study will demonstrate the utility of this 
modeling approach, which allows for lexical behavior to 
be easily quantified, enabling additional and unique infor-
mation to be derived from a set of language-based data. 
Additionally, these analyses can be done at scale (i.e., at the 
population level) because they do not require human rat-
ers, meaning that they are appropriate to assess large-scale 
trends in human behavior.

However, the most important contribution will be theo-
retical. The basis of distributional modeling is that a per-
son’s accumulated episodic experiences of words results 
in the formation of a sophisticated representation of 
word meanings (Jones, 2018; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; 
McDonald & Shillcock, 2001). This class of theory has 
much in common with a recent proposal on cognitive aging 
by Ramscar, Hendrix, Shaoul, Milin, and Baayen (2014), 
who propose that much age-related cognitive decline (e.g., 
Deary et  al., 2009)  simply reflects the larger amount of 
information that older adults have accumulated in com-
parison to younger adults. By comparing older adults 
to younger adults, age effects are confounded with the 
amount of previously acquired information that must be 
processed, which is larger for older than younger adults. 
Ramscar, Sun, Hendrix, and Baayen (2017) recently empiri-
cally validated this approach.

The basis of the information accumulation perspec-
tive on aging is that learning does not end once adulthood 
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begins, but extends throughout the lifespan (Lindenberger, 
2014). This is reflected in recent computational and empiri-
cal work on semantic memory (e.g., Dubossarsky, De 
Deyne, & Hills, 2017) and lexical organization (e.g., Johns, 
Sheppard, Jones, & Taler, 2016). Distributional models 
inherently embody this perspective, proposing that each 
episodic experience that a person has with language is used 
to update the representations contained in semantic mem-
ory (Jones, 2018; Landauer & Dumais, 1997; McDonald 
& Shillcock, 2001). This perspective is consistent with find-
ings that knowledge tends to increase across the lifespan 
(e.g., Salthouse, 2003).

Combining the predictions of distributional modeling 
with the information accumulation perspective on aging, 
we predict that the changes in semantic memory that occur 
during aging should be observable with distributional mod-
els, due to increased language experience in older adults. 
The CLSA contains data from thousands of participants 
across a wide range of ages, meaning that CLSA verbal flu-
ency data is ideal to conduct a large-scale analysis of the 
effect of accumulated experience on verbal fluency perfor-
mance across the lifespan.

Method
We report here on the verbal fluency performance of a large 
group of participants from the CLSA, an ongoing long-term 
study consisting of a national stratified random sample of 
more than 50,000 Canadians aged 45–85 (Raina et  al., 
2009). Ethical review of the CLSA protocol was conducted 
by the Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues Committee, falling 
under the jurisdiction of the Canadian Institutes of Health 
Research (CIHR), and research ethics board approval was 
then acquired from each research site. Baseline testing has 
been completed for all participants. The present study uses 
baseline data from the Tracking cohort (n > 20,000) and 
was approved by the research ethics boards at Bruyère 
Research Institute and University of Ottawa. The current 
data request is part of the Psychological Working Group’s 
proposal for access to CLSA data for preliminary analysis.

Participants

Detailed information on CLSA design and methodology 
are provided in Raina and colleagues (2009). Briefly, the 
CLSA is a 20-year prospective cohort study that includes 
>50,000 Canadian residents aged 45–85  years at base-
line. Twenty-thousand of these participants provide data 
through telephone interviews (Tracking Cohort), while the 
remaining 30,000 participate in data collection through in-
home interviews and assessment at a data collection site 
(Comprehensive Cohort). The present analysis includes 
participants in the Tracking Cohort who completed the 
animal fluency task in English. For the purposes of the 
present study, we excluded participants who reported a 
diagnosis of dementia or Alzheimer’s disease, a memory 

disorder, Parkinson’s disease, or brain cancer, and those 
who reported having previously suffered a stroke or trau-
matic brain injury. This procedure left a total of 12,686 
participants in the analysis.

Procedure

Detailed discussion of the psychological health component 
of the CLSA is available in Taler et al. (2016). As part of the 
cognitive battery, all participants completed an animal flu-
ency task, in which they were asked to name all the animals 
that they could think of in 1 min. Descriptive analyses of 
overall performance in this task are available in Tuokko, 
Griffith, Simard, and Taler (2017). In our selected sample, 
the average age of the participants was 62.57 (SD = 10.54). 
Figure 1 shows the spread of the participant group; as can 
be seen, there is a wide sampling across the aging spectrum 
within the sample.

Model Description and Corpus

The distributional semantic model that will be used here 
is BEAGLE (Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Recchia, Sahlgren, 
Kanerva, & Jones, 2015). Broadly, the model works by 
encoding each word’s meaning into a set of corresponding 
vectors. To train BEAGLE, each of the i unique words in a 
text corpus is represented by a unique n-dimensional envi-
ronment vector ei, with each element assigned a random 
deviate from a normal distribution with mean zero and 
variance 1/n (in the simulations that follow, dimensionality 
was set to n = 1,024). Environment vectors are stable over 
a simulation and are meant to serve as unique identifiers for 
the words in the corpus.

Next, the model “reads” the corpus one sentence at a 
time to build a semantic memory vector, mi, for each word. 
The memory vector for each word is composed of two 

Figure 1. Age of participants in our study.
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kinds of information: context information and order infor-
mation. Context information is computed by summing the 
environmental vectors for all other words in the same sen-
tence into the representation for that word. The summing 
of environmental vectors in this manner causes the memory 
vectors for all words in the same sentence to grow more 
similar to one another.

Order information encodes how a word is used within 
a sentence and is computed by encoding all of the n-grams 
(up to a certain size) to which a word belongs within a sen-
tence. [The standard is to use n-grams up to size 7 (Jones 
& Mewhort, 2007); this standard will also be used here.] 
The computation of order-information relies on noncom-
mutative circular convolution (Plate, 1995)  to bind envi-
ronmental vectors into unique n-gram vectors, which are 
then summed into the target word’s order representation. 
The order representation encodes how a word is used in 
combination with others (see Jones & Mewhort, 2007 for 
a complete explication).

In sum, a word’s context vector represents pure co-occur-
rence information, while order information is encoding 
simplified syntactic relations. The composite representation 
used here is the sum of a word’s context and order repre-
sentation; hence, it is a vector pattern that represents the 
word’s history of co-occurrence with, and position relative 
to, other words. Despite its simplicity, BEAGLE explains a 
broad range of language phenomena (Johns et  al., 2018; 
Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Recchia et al., 2015).

To train the model, a two-billion word corpus composed 
of fiction and nonfiction books was used. This corpus has 
previously been shown to give an excellent account of lexi-
cal behaviors (Johns, Jones, & Mewhort, 2016; Johns & 
Jamieson, in press). The corpus was preprocessed such that 
multiword animal names were concatenated into a single 
lemma in the corpus (e.g., “polar bear” was recoded as 
“polarbear”). Word frequency information was computed 
from the same corpus.

The main metric taken from BEAGLE will be the simi-
larity between two words, calculated with a vector cosine 
(normalized dot product). Similarity will be used in differ-
ent ways depending on the analysis being conducted.

Results
Given the large scale of data available from the CLSA, we 
were able to perform both a participant-level analysis and an 
item-level analysis. The goal of the participant-level analysis 
is to determine how well word-level lexical variables predict 
the changes in verbal fluency that occur with age. The goal 
of the item-level analysis is to determine how well word-level 
lexical properties predict word production probabilities.

Participant-Level Analysis

This analysis aims to determine the sensitivity of different 
variables to participant age, and to determine how the use 
of these variables in memory search changes with age. Two 

semantic variables were included in this analysis: (a) the 
average pairwise similarity of the items a participant pro-
duced, and (b) the number of Troyer categories produced 
(Troyer et al., 1998; adopted from Hills et al., 2012). The 
comparison of these two variables will provide evidence as 
to whether distributional similarity provides any unique 
information over class techniques. Given that the use of 
word frequency is known to be an important variable in 
verbal fluency (e.g., Hills et al., 2012; Johns et al., 2018), 
the average log word frequency of the items produced was 
also included. Orthographic similarity (defined as average 
edit distance of items produced) was included in case there 
were sequential effects of orthographic overlap in verbal 
fluency production. Edit distance is the minimum number 
of letter insertions, deletions, and substitutions that would 
be required to transform one word into another, and has 
been shown to be a better metric of orthographic distance 
than traditional metrics (Yarkoni, Balota, & Yap, 2008). 
Finally, the number of items produced by a participant was 
also included.

Results are presented in Table 1. Overall, there is a nega-
tive correlation between age and number of items produced, 
indicating that older people produce fewer items in verbal 
fluency tasks. Additionally, there is a negative correlation 
between age and number of categories produced, consistent 
with the findings of Troyer and colleagues (1998). There is 
a positive correlation between age and pairwise semantic 
similarity as well as between age and average word fre-
quency, indicating that with increasing age, participants 
generate items that are closer together in semantic space 
and of higher environmental frequency. We have found a 
similar pattern longitudinally in a group of older adults 
who went on to develop MCI (Johns et al., 2018), as well 
as in bilinguals who were required to switch between lan-
guages in a verbal fluency task (Taler et al., 2013). Finally, 
there was also a small negative correlation between average 
pairwise edit distance and age, signaling that there might 
also be a small change in the use of orthographic informa-
tion across the age spectrum.

However, the table also shows that many of these vari-
ables are intercorrelated. To identify the variables that 
account for the most variance in category fluency, a stepwise 
regression analysis was performed where we calculated the 
amount of unique variance accounted for by each variable. 
The analysis we conducted is standard and provides a mea-
sure of the predictive gain (i.e., measured as percent ΔR2 
improvement) for one predictor over competing predictors 
(Adelman, Brown, & Quesada, 2006; Johns, Sheppard, 
Jones, & Taler, 2016). The overall fit of the regression was 
R2 = .14 (p < .001). The amount of unique variance each 
variable accounts for is shown in Figure 2. Average pair-
wise semantic similarity accounts for the greatest amount 
of unique variance in predicting the age of a participant, 
followed closely by number of items the participant pro-
duced. The number of Troyer categories also accounted for 
a significant amount of variance, followed by average word 
frequency and average edit distance. That is, the semantic 
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model provides more unique power in predicting a person’s 
age from verbal fluency performance than the standard 
approaches used to score fluency data.

The finding that semantic similarity and word fre-
quency are significant predictors of age is consistent with 
the information accumulation perspective of Ramscar and 
colleagues (2014, 2017) and the distributional perspec-
tive on aging. Together, these theories suggest that older 
participants’ lexical behavior should be more reflective of 
environmental information (as encoded in average word 
frequency and semantic similarity from a distributional 
model) than that of younger participants, given that older 
adults have lived longer and have accumulated more expe-
rience. To test this prediction, we split the data into two 
groups: an older group (aged over 60 years; n = 6,764) and 
a younger group (aged 60 years or younger; n = 5,922). For 
the older group, a correlation of r(6,764) = .21, p < .001 
was found between average pairwise semantic similarity 
and participant age, and a correlation of r(6,764)  =  .18, 
p < .001 was found between average word frequency 
and participant age. For the younger group, correlations 
were weaker: a correlation of r(5,922) = .11, p < .001 was 
found between average pairwise semantic similarity and 

participant age, and a correlation of r(5,922)  =  .06, p < 
.001 was found between average word frequency and par-
ticipant age. Using a Fisher r-to-z test, it was confirmed that 
both of these correlations were significantly greater for the 
older subjects at the p < .001 level. This finding supports 
Ramscar et al.’s proposal that older participants have accu-
mulated a greater amount lexical experience, resulting in 
their behaviors being relatively more tied to environment 
statistics than those of younger adults.

Next, an item-level analysis was conducted to gain a 
better understanding of the underlying variables that drive 
the production of words in a verbal fluency task, and how 
these change as a function of experience.

Item-Level Analysis

To eliminate incorrect responses, only words that were 
produced by two or more participants were included in 
this analysis. This procedure resulted in 1,306 animals 
being included in the analyses. The number of times each 
animal was produced was recorded. To visualize this fre-
quency distribution, the frequency values were plotted on 
a Zipf (1935) scale (see also Ferrer i Cancho & Sole, 2003; 
Piantadosi, 2014; Zipf, 1949), where the x-axis corresponds 
to the rank of a word within the distribution and the y-axis 
corresponds to the frequency of that word (Figure 3). This 
figure shows that animal productions show a similar pat-
tern to natural language word frequency, where there is 
a small number of high frequency productions (e.g., dog, 
cat) and a long tail of low frequency productions (e.g., boa, 
koi). The goal of this analysis is to determine which lexical 
information sources best map onto this pattern of word 
production. As is typical in examining word frequency 
(e.g., Adelman & Brown, 2008), production frequencies 
were transformed with a logarithm before analysis.

Three different lexical variables were included: (a) log 
word frequency, (b) semantic neighborhood size, and (c) 
orthographic neighborhood size. The main goal of the pres-
ent study is to determine how well distributional models 
can distinguish older and younger adults’ differential lexi-
cal experience; these three variables were selected because 
they can be directly derived from corpora, and all were 
shown to predict unique variance in the participant-level 
analysis. Other variables, such as age of acquisition (AoA; 

Table 1. Correlations Between Fluency Variables and Age

 1 2 3 4 5

1. Age — — — — —
2. No. of produced −.312 — — — —
3. No. of categories −.268 .595 — — —
4. Word frequency .193 −.514 −.189 — —
5. Orthographic similarity −.15 .278 .11 −.597 —
6. Semantic similarity .285 .466 −.263 .739 −.468

Note. N = 12,686; all correlations significant at the p < .001 level.

Figure 2. Results of the participant-level regression determining the 
most important lexical variables to account for age from verbal fluency 
performance.
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Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Gonzalez, 2012) were 
not included because they contained less than half of the 
words included in this analysis. For the AoA norms pro-
vided by Kuperman and colleagues (2012), only 593 of 
the 1,306 words used in this analysis were contained in 
the published norms, meaning that including this variable 
would provide an incomplete view of verbal fluency per-
formance. We chose to use the standard orthographic edit 
distance, rather than phonological edit distance, in these 
analyses. There is a large degree of overlap between phono-
logical and orthographic neighborhood metrics; for exam-
ple, in the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007) the 
correlation between phonological and orthographic neigh-
borhood was r(40,480) =  .78, p < .001. Moreover, given 
that the current analysis concerns semantic verbal fluency, 
orthography, and phonology are likely to make very small 
contributions to performance (as seen in the participant-
level analysis).

The correlation between log word frequency and log 
production was strong r(1,305)  =  .54, p < .001, demon-
strating that animal names that are more common in natu-
ral language have a greater likelihood of being produced in 
a verbal fluency task, as expected.

Semantic neighborhood size was calculated by deter-
mining the number of associates a single word has above a 
set similarity value. This was computed by taking the pair-
wise similarity between one animal’s representation and all 
other animals in the set, and determining the number of ani-
mals that exceed a certain parameter. To determine the best 
neighborhood parameter value, all similarity values from 
0 to 1, in steps of 0.05, were tested, and the correlation 
between the log production frequency value and resulting 
semantic neighborhood size was taken. The result of this 
simulation is shown in the top panel of Figure 4. This fig-
ure shows that the best semantic parameter is a similarity 

criterion of 0.3. At this parameter level, there is a correla-
tion of r(1,305) = .58, p < .001, demonstrating both that 
the BEAGLE model provides a good account of semantic 
structure of the animal category, and that people are more 
likely to produce animals that are semantically related to a 
greater number of other animals. It is not possible to inter-
pret the semantic neighborhood parameter value, because 
the similarity distributions that different distributional 
models construct are based on underlying assumptions 
about word representations (see Johns & Jones, 2010 for a 
systematic analysis). That is, different distributional mod-
els could have different semantic neighborhood values, but 
very similar semantic neighborhoods.

Orthographic neighborhood size was calculated in the 
same way as semantic neighborhood size, but with edit 
distance (Yarkoni et al., 2008) as the similarity metric. To 
count orthographic neighborhood size, the edit distance 
between each animal word was computed; the number of 
words that fall below a certain edit distance (controlled 
with a parameter) signals a word’s orthographic neighbor-
hood size. The optimal orthographic neighborhood size 
was determined by manipulating the orthographic neigh-
borhood parameter from 2 to 12 in steps of 1, and the 
resulting simulation is contained in the bottom panel of 
Figure 4. This figure shows that the optimal edit distance 
was 7, with a maximal fit of r(1,305) = .35, p < .001.

However, there is likely a great deal of shared variance 
across these three variables. Thus, to measure the unique 
predictive power of these variables, we again used stepwise 
regression to quantify the unique variance accounted for 
by the three variables. The overall fit of the regression was 
R2(1,305) = .34, p < .001. Figure 5 displays the results of 
this analysis. This figure shows that semantic neighborhood 
accounts for the lion’s share of the variance in category 
production frequency, with word frequency accounting for 
some unique variance, while orthographic neighborhood 
does not account for any unique variance. This finding sug-
gests that semantic category production is primarily driven 

Figure 4. Results of the simulation for semantic and orthographic 
neighborhood size.Figure 3. A Zipf scale of the frequency of productions from the CLSA 

data. This figure shows that production frequency in a verbal fluency 
task closely resembles word frequency distributions from natural lan-
guage, with a small set of very high frequency words followed by a long 
tail of low frequency words.
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by the semantic relatedness of category exemplars, with 
baseline environmental frequency also playing a role.

The finding that semantic neighborhood size is the most 
important variable in predicting verbal fluency output is 
consistent with our findings in the participant-level anal-
ysis, where pairwise semantic similarity was found to be 
the most important predictor of the age of a participant. 
Together, these findings serve as an important step towards 
understanding the effects of lexical experience on verbal 
fluency during aging.

If the accumulation of distributional information under-
lies changes in semantic behavior across the lifespan, then 
the lexical behavior of adults of different ages should be 
better predicted by corpora originating from sources with 
differing lexical experience. For example, Johns and col-
leagues (in press) recently showed that the lexical deci-
sion reaction times of young adult participants are more 
in line with the lexical statistics contained in young adult 
novels, while older adults’ lexical decision times were more 
strongly predicted by more advanced fiction novels.

One method of organizing lexical sources is to use time 
of publication (Johns & Jamieson, 2018). Given that lan-
guage changes across time, it is likely that older partici-
pants have different lexical experience simply due to living 
during a different time. Specifically, older adults’ behavior 
should be better predicted by corpora based on earlier writ-
ings, compared with younger adults. To examine the effect 
of time-specific lexical experience on verbal fluency per-
formance, we conducted an additional item-level analysis. 
The first step was to organize some of the materials used 
to train the BEAGLE model described above into different 
time periods.

Given the size of the language database under question, 
it was infeasible to label each individual book by the year 

of publication. However, it was possible to label the author 
of each book by their date of birth. Specifically, 2,088 
authors had their date of birth recorded in the book corpus 
used here; birth year ranged from 1801 to 1998. The total 
corpus size of these authors was 1.5 billion words. Figure 6 
presents the number of words by author year of birth. This 
figure shows that the majority of authors in this sample 
were born between 1925 and 1975. To enable a split for an 
old and new corpus, the materials were split at an author 
date of birth of 1942, resulting in old and new corpora of 
approximately equal size: the new corpus consisted of 792 
million words, while the old corpus had 762 million words.

BEAGLE was trained on each corpus separately and new 
semantic neighborhoods were computed from each corpus 
using a similarity criterion of 0.3. To compare these values 
to the CLSA data, the verbal fluency frequency data were 
split into four quantiles from youngest to oldest. The splits 
that enabled the most equal splitting of the materials was: 
44–53 (n = 3,606), 55–62 (n = 3,153), 63–71 (n = 2,983), 
and 71–88 (n = 2,944). Separate verbal fluency frequency 
distributions were then assembled from the data from these 
groups from the CLSA data.

To examine how well the semantic neighborhoods from 
the two corpora accounted for the data, a stepwise regres-
sion was conducted, calculating the amount of unique vari-
ance accounted for by the semantic neighborhood from the 
new corpus over the old corpus, and vice versa. This is an 
equivalent to the analysis presented in Figure 5 but for the 
two semantic neighborhood values. There was little varia-
tion in the overall fits of the regression of the first three age 
groups, with an R2(1,305) =  .29, p < .001 for the 44–53 
group, an R2(1,305) = .30, p < .001 for the 55–62 group, 
and an R2(1,305)  =  .30, p < .001 for the 63–71 group. 
However, the fit for the oldest group of 72–88 was larger 
than the other groups, with an R2(1,305) = .34, p < .001, 
suggesting that the semantic representations derived from 
the models provide a better fit to this group, corroborating 
the above finding that older adults’ lexical behavior is more 

Figure 5. Results of the regression determining the most import lexi-
cal variable to account for production frequency in verbal fluency. 
Semantic neighborhood accounts for the most unique variance, fol-
lowed by environmental word frequency.

Figure 6. A histogram displaying the number of words contained in the 
book collection by author date of birth.
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connected to lexical statistics attained from the natural lan-
guage environment.

Figure 7 shows that there is a clear pattern in terms of 
the semantic neighborhood value that accounted for the 
bulk of these fits. This figure shows that as the age of the 
group increased there was also a constant increase in the 
variance accounted for by the old corpus, and a constant 
decrease in the variance accounted for by the new corpus. 
For the youngest group (44–53), the semantic neighbor-
hood variable derived from the new corpus accounted for 
more variance (R2 change = .017, F = 33.15, p < .001) than 
the semantic neighborhood values derived from the old 
corpus (R2 change = .012, F = 20.3, p < .001). Beginning 
at the 55–62 group, this pattern switched, whereby the 
values derived from old corpus accounted for more vari-
ance (R2 change = .018, F = 29.9, p < .001) than the values 
derived from the new corpus (R2 change = .015, F = 25.9,  
p < .001). This pattern was strengthened in the 63–71 group, 
where the variance accounted for by the old corpus further 
increased (R2 change = .019, F = 30.5, p < .001) compared 
with the new corpus (R2 change = .013, F = 24.3, p < .001). 
This trend is the largest for the 72–88 group, where the 
semantic neighborhood from old corpus accounts for the 
bulk of the variance (R2 change = .025, F = 50.4, p < .001), 
compared with the new corpus (R2 change = .01, F = 17.7, 
p < .001). This finding demonstrates that the better a dis-
tributional model estimates participants’ likely experience, 
the better the fit attained by that model, consistent with the 
distributional perspective on aging.

Discussion
Verbal fluency is a common task used for both clinical (Taler 
& Phillips, 2008) and theoretical (Hills et al., 2012) pur-
poses. The Canadian Longitudinal Study of Aging (Raina 
et  al., 2009) collected animal fluency from tens of thou-
sands of participants, providing the opportunity to analyze 

this type of data at a large scale. Using data at this scale 
enables an examination of this task at both the item and 
the participant level, allowing us to understand how vari-
ability in verbal fluency production reflects different lexical 
variables. Specifically, a common distributional model of 
semantics (the BEAGLE model; Jones & Mewhort, 2007; 
Recchia et al., 2015) was used to determine how well peo-
ple’s behavior on this task reflected the usage of words in 
the natural language environment.

At the participant level, several variables were assem-
bled to examine how memory search changes across the 
age spectrum. The best predictor of aging was pairwise 
similarity (taken from BEAGLE), followed by total number 
of items produced, number of Troyer categories, and aver-
age item frequency. These results suggest that differences 
are observed in verbal fluency output across different age 
groups using environmentally-derived lexical variables.

At the item level, the best predictor of the frequency of 
an item’s production was the word’s semantic neighbor-
hood, followed by its environmental frequency, suggesting 
that the words most likely to be produced are those that are 
commonly experienced and have a high similarity to many 
other animals in semantic space. Additionally, semantic 
neighborhood values derived from corpora organized by 
year of author birth differentially accounted for the verbal 
fluency distributions from different age groups, providing 
direct evidence that the different experience that partici-
pants have accumulated across their life is reflected in their 
verbal fluency performance.

At first glance, the finding that older participants tend 
to produce fewer items appears to provide evidence for 
cognitive decline across aging. However, this is not neces-
sarily the case. The information accumulation perspective 
of Ramscar and colleagues (2014) suggests that the age-
related slowing on many psychometric tests is not due to 
any systematic decline in cognitive processing, but instead 
reflects the accumulation of linguistic knowledge across 
time. Ramscar, Sun, Hendrix, and Baayen (2017) further 
demonstrated that this buildup results not only in stron-
ger associations between items that commonly co-occur 
(e.g., dog-wolf), but also in a greater level of negative asso-
ciations between words that do not commonly co-occur 
together (e.g., dog-salmon). The buildup of these negative 
associations would make switching to unrelated words in 
memory search much more unlikely as an individual ages: 
older adults would exhibit less switching between catego-
ries, and produce fewer items overall.

Thus, the changes observed in cognitively healthy adults 
in verbal fluency may not be due to any underlying cog-
nitive decline, but rather to the effects of experience on 
the memory and language systems. Distributional models 
allow us to evaluate the impact of experience on language 
processing by examining the differences that are observed 
across the aging spectrum at both the participant and the 
item level. We have demonstrated significant effects of 
experience on verbal fluency performance, suggesting that 

Figure 7. Amount of unique variance that the semantic neighborhood 
values from the old and new corpus accounts for across four age 
groups.
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changes in fluency performance with age may reflect not 
only cognitive decline, but also the accumulation of lexical 
experience. Language is a dynamic system impacted by both 
experiential and cognitive factors, and isolating the contri-
bution of one or the other system is challenging. However, 
the techniques used in this article shed light on potential 
avenues to examine the impact of experience on aging.

More generally, the results of both the item-level and 
participant level analysis point to the utility of both large-
scale behavioral data sets and corpus-based cognitive mod-
els. Population-level data sets (such as the CLSA) provide 
a relatively complete picture of the variance contained in 
a given behavioral task, and corpus-based models (such as 
BEAGLE) allow for a determination of how representa-
tions derived from the natural language fit into this picture 
at both the item and the participant level. By combining the 
two approaches, a better understanding of human behav-
ior can be attained than would be possible using either 
approach in isolation.
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